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25 January 2022 
 
 
Alister James 
Chair 
Southern Response Earthquake Services Limited 
PO Box 9052 
Tower Junction 
CHRISTCHURCH 8149 
 
 
Dear Alister 
 
2022/23 OWNER EXPECTATIONS FOR SOUTHERN RESPONSE EARTHQUAKE 
SERVICES LTD 

I am writing to outline the matters that we expect your board to address in the 2022/23 
business planning round. 
 
Government priorities and the response to COVID-19 

The Government has three goals for its term: to keep New Zealanders safe from COVID-19, 
to accelerate the recovery and rebuild; and to tackle foundational challenges.  
 
The response to COVID-19 remains of central importance in the coming year. Investing in 
critical infrastructure and public services will be important to our economic recovery, along 
with a focus on renewable energy, waste reduction, sustainability and pursuing carbon 
neutrality.  
 
Crown-owned companies and entities through their operations play an important role in 
supporting the response to COVID-19 and the social and economic recovery. Responsible 
management of assets and finances, including careful control of operating costs are part of 
the contribution Southern Response makes to the Government’s goals.  
 
We wish you every success with your endeavours in the coming year and thank you for your 
contribution to laying the foundations for a more sustainable and equitable future. 
 
This letter contains the following information: 

 Ministers’ specific expectations for Southern Response; 

 general governance expectations (Annex 1);  

 timeline for the 2022/23 business planning process and governance information (Annex 
2). 
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Southern Response specific expectations 

Settle the remaining over-cap and out of scope claims of AMI policyholders resulting from the 
Canterbury Earthquake Sequence 

It is our expectation that Southern Response will continue to support its agent, the Earthquake 
Commission (EQC), in the identification, assessment and preparation for settlement of valid 
unresolved AMI policyholder claims. This includes the following: 

 achieve the timely and enduring resolution of all remaining valid customer claims; 

 settle customers’ claims fairly and consistently in accordance with insurance policy 
obligations while communicating openly and effectively with customers; 

 use efficient and cost-effective processes to manage those claims; and 

 continue to look for flexible solutions and work proactively to reduce disputes with 
customers to deliver outcomes consistent with its obligations. 

 
Customer-centric approach to settling outstanding claims 

While EQC is Southern Response’s agent for processing the remaining outstanding claims of 
AMI policyholders, Southern Response retains ultimate responsibility for ensuring that those 
claims are settled and that the customer is at the centre of processes, communications and 
systems of claim settlement. We expect the Southern Response board to be able to be 
confident that systems and processes are in place (regardless of whether these are within the 
company or its agent) to:  

 actively facilitate alternate approaches to support and assist customers to reach 
resolutions; 

 be transparent by providing customers access to technical information the company 
holds and providing updates on the claims management pathway; 

 meet with customers face-to-face and have collaborative discussions on the progression 
and resolution of claims issues subject to there not being safety concerns or undue risk 
to employees; and 

 actively engage with external agencies which may be able to support customers through 
their settlement decisions. 

 
Crown package implementation 

In December 2020 Government approved a settlement package for certain policyholders who 
cash settled with Southern Response before 1 October 2014 (the Package). Cabinet has 
agreed that the principle underpinning the Package is: 

Putting policyholders who cash settled with Southern Response before 1 October 2014 
in a similar position to those who cash settled with the company after that date, through 
providing additional amounts where these have not already been paid, plus interest on 
that sum. 

We expect you to give effect to this principle, when implementing the Package. Other 
expectations relating to the Package include: 

 Engagement with policyholders. We expect that as you implement the Package, you 
continue to do so in a timely, efficient and customer-centric manner that enables 
customers to move forward with their lives. 

 Engagement with the Independent Oversight Committee. We expect that you will 
continue to engage with the Independent Oversight Committee in an open and 
transparent manner in relation to the Package to allow it to carry out its role in overseeing 
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the implementation and delivery of the Package. This entails liaising with the 
Independent Oversight Committee Chair on any public communications about the 
Package and making available on the company’s website, any jointly approved 
statements, reports or information.  

 
Provide robust monthly reporting on the Package 

We expect that you will provide any information deemed necessary for the Crown’s financial 
reporting and monitoring purposes. Given that the Package will be by application, we would 
expect monthly reporting to the Treasury in line with the requirements in Annex 3. 

In addition, we expect that when undertaking its quarterly assessment of outstanding claim 
liabilities, Southern Response will seek from its independent actuary, and make available to 
the Crown, separate estimates of the outstanding claims obligations arising under the Package 
and those for other claims. 

 
Efficiently and effectively manage Southern Response through its final phase 

Southern Response’s purpose is as a run-off insurer to settle the outstanding claims of AMI 
policyholders arising from the Canterbury earthquake sequence. As the claims settlement and 
the Package implementation processes near (and then reach) completion, the company will 
need to wind down and close its operations.  

We expect Southern Response to manage its final phase in an effective and efficient way and 
that it will fully discharge its obligations including building warranties and resolution of any 
legal disputes and/or proceedings. In working on legacy planning, it is expected that the 
company will identify any physical and intangible assets (including intellectual property), 
residual rights, obligations and liabilities, and data holdings that might be transferred to other 
Crown agencies and (as and when appropriate) engage with those agencies to ensure an 
effective transfer process.  

 
Provide valued engagement and share information as appropriate 

We expect Southern Response to work proactively, openly and cooperatively with key 
stakeholders as appropriate, including: the Independent Oversight Committee, Ministry of 
Business, Innovation and Employment, Greater Christchurch Claims Resolution Service 
(GCCRS), Canterbury Earthquakes Insurance Tribunal (CEIT) and Crown Law. 

 
Be financially responsible 

Shareholding Ministers expect that Southern Response will operate in a financially responsible 
manner, and in accordance with the financial responsibility provisions of the Crown Entities 
Act. It is our expectation that Southern Response will: 

 set tight but realistic operating budgets and manage within those budgets; 

 manage liquidity in accordance with the investment management policy including 
reporting actual and forecast shortfalls in a timely manner as required by the Crown 
support arrangements;  

 be open and collaborative with the Treasury, who will advise shareholding Ministers on 
the company’s commercial and financial performance; and 

 achieve a positive audit report for its management, financial and service performance, 
information systems and controls. 
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General governance expectations 

We regard strong board governance as critical to the performance and success of the Crown’s 
companies and entities. The Owner's Expectations sets out Ministers’ expectations on matters 
for board oversight such as information-sharing and engagement with the Treasury, board 
evaluations, thresholds for consultation or approvals for significant investments, commercial 
valuations, capital structure and dividends, and timeframes for reporting and business 
planning documents.  
 
Further general expectations you are asked to consider are set out in Annex 1. 
 
Further information 

Your Treasury relationship managers will be in contact shortly after you receive this letter to 
discuss Ministers’ expectations in more detail. If you have any questions please contact 
Matthew Beilan on .  Alternatively, you can contact Shelley Hollingsworth 
(Manager, Commercial Performance) on , at the Treasury. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hon Dr David Clark 
Minister Responsible for the Earthquake Commission 
On behalf of shareholding Ministers 

 
cc Casey Hurren, Chief Executive, Southern Response Earthquake Services Limited 

    casey.hurren@southernresponse.co.nz  

 

[39]
[39]

http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/guide/owners-expectations
mailto:casey.hurren@southernresponse.co.nz


 

 

Annex 1  

General Governance Expectations 

Enduring letter of expectations 
 
Ministers expect all boards to be cognisant of the Government’s 2019 Enduring letter of 
expectations to all statutory Crown entities, which asks that boards and their agencies   

 Support a unified value-based government for all New Zealanders;  

 Support future-focussed Māori Crown relations; and 

 Contribute to improving wellbeing. 

 
Workforce Policy Statement and Public Service Pay Gap Action Plan 
 
The Government Workforce Policy Statement (Workforce Policy) sets out the Government's 
expectations about public sector agencies management of employment relations, including of 
statutory entities and Crown entity companies. This policy also emphasises the importance of 
pay restraint in the COVID-19 environment and the fiscal context of the Government. 
 
Consistent with the Government’s support for diversity, gender balance and wider ethnicity on 
boards, boards are encouraged to support diversity and inclusion in the workplace and in 
leadership teams. On 15 November 2021, the Government launched the Public Service Pay 
Gap Action Plan (Action Plan), which aims to help close pay gaps and create fairer workplaces 
for all employees. 
 
You and your board are encouraged to consider the relevance of the Workforce Policy and 
the Public Service Pay Gap Action Plan for Southern Response. 
 
Wellbeing approach and Carbon Neutral Government Programme  
 
The Government’s wellbeing approach is based on the Treasury's Living Standards 
Framework, which considers a broad range of impacts over 12 domains for our individual and 
collective wellbeing, our institutions and governance, and the wealth of Aotearoa New 
Zealand, now and into the future. Boards should consider and reflect the broader impact of 
their decisions and initiatives in planning and performance reporting.  
 
In pursuit of our carbon reduction ambitions, the Carbon Neutral Government Programme (CNGP) 
has been set up to accelerate the reduction of emissions within the public sector. We encourage 
Southern Response to support the Government by joining with businesses and communities 
already leading the way to reducing their emissions. 
 
Board evaluations and strengthening the director pipeline 
 
Board evaluations help boards to improve performance and should take place annually 
(subject to the exceptions in the Owner's Expectations) and ideally be conducted by an 
independent evaluator.  
 
Along with skills matrices, evaluations contribute to the Treasury’s advice to Ministers on board 
composition and so should be shared with the Treasury.  
 
In addition, we have a general expectation that Crown companies and entities will engage a 
‘Future Director’ as an observer of the board, where possible, to grow the pipeline of new and 

https://publicservice.govt.nz/resources/enduring-letter-of-expectations-to-statutory-crown-entities-2019
https://publicservice.govt.nz/resources/enduring-letter-of-expectations-to-statutory-crown-entities-2019
https://www.publicservice.govt.nz/our-work/er/government-workforce-policy-statement/
https://www.publicservice.govt.nz/assets/SSC-Site-Assets/Workforce-and-Talent-Management/Kia-Toipoto-Public-Service-Pay-Gaps-Action-Plan-2021-24.pdf
https://www.publicservice.govt.nz/assets/SSC-Site-Assets/Workforce-and-Talent-Management/Kia-Toipoto-Public-Service-Pay-Gaps-Action-Plan-2021-24.pdf
https://www.treasury.govt.nz/information-and-services/nz-economy/higher-living-standards/our-living-standards-framework
https://www.treasury.govt.nz/information-and-services/nz-economy/higher-living-standards/our-living-standards-framework
http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/guide/owners-expectations


 
 

diverse director talent. We ask you to consider how this may be relevant for Southern 
Response, given the state of its life cycle and board composition. 
 
Senior Executive Remuneration 
 
Within the overall context of public sector pay restraint, Ministers expect that boards will 
ensure that senior management remuneration is appropriately linked to performance and set 
at a level sufficient to attract and retain the necessary skills within the executive to enable 
Crown companies and entities to operate successfully.  
 
Boards of SOEs, and Schedule 4A and Crown entity companies have separately received 
Ministers’ April 2021 expectation that disclosure in annual reports meets the NZX Corporate 
Governance Code, most notably recommendation 5.3. If disclosure to this standard is not 
possible, the annual report is expected to explain why this is the case.  
  



 
 

Annex 2  

Timetable for the Business Planning Process for 2022/23 

Table 1: Summary timetable for the Business Planning Process 

Due by Key Action 

January / February The Treasury to discuss the Letter of Expectations with the 

Chair 

28 February Board sends Strategic Issues letter to Ministers 

29 April Board submits draft Statement of Intent (SOI) if required, 

Statement of Performance Expectations (SPE) and business 

plan 

27 May  Board provides advice on: 

 whether special fees are sought for 2022/23; 

 the professional development spends in 2021/22 and the 

proposed professional development budget for 2022/23; 

and 

 whether an evaluation of its performance in the past 

12 months has taken place, what process was used and 

the outcomes of the evaluation. 

30 June Board delivers final SOI (if required) and SPE to shareholding 

Ministers 

As soon as practicable 

after delivery of the final 

SOI (if required) and 

SPE to Ministers 

Entity to publish SOI (if required) and SPE on its website 

 
All entities are expected to provide shareholding Ministers with a Strategic Issues letter, by 
28 February 2022 in response to the Letter of Expectations. Should your entity wish to engage 
with shareholding Ministers to seek clarification around their expectations, we would ask that 
you advise the Treasury as early as possible of such intentions.  
 
Entities are expected to provide shareholding Ministers with a draft SOI (if required), SPE and 
Business Plan, consistent with the expectations as detailed in this letter, by no later than 29 
April 2022.  
 
The final SOI (if required) and SPE should be delivered to shareholding Ministers on or before 
30 June 2022.  
 
Shareholding Ministers should be alerted as soon as possible if any of these deadlines cannot 
be met.  
 
Further information is available in the Owner's Expectations. 

  

http://www.treasury.govt.nz/publications/guide/owners-expectations


 
 

Annex 3 

Monthly Reporting Requirements for the Package 

 
Southern Response will provide monthly reporting on the following: 

 number of new applications received (for the month and in aggregate),  

 total number and value of Settlement Agreements signed (for the month and in 
aggregate),  

 the total number and value of applications received which Southern Response has yet 
to process which are more than 90 days old, 

 the number of formal complaints or disputes lodged and resolved (for the month and in 
aggregate), 

 the latest month and cumulative average days from application receipt to signing of 
Settlement Agreement,  

 the number of people (and their full-time equivalent availability) for undertaking the 
Package implementation work, and 

 details on any issues which might be emerging or other matters which Ministers might 
need to be aware of (as required under the no surprises convention). 

 


